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i years and a few months after Brad opposition member having moved, that, after that. Never be satisfied while
New iron should be very gradually
BRADDOC iUsTdeF EAT.
dock’s defeat, and there it was made for the purpose of illustrating one of short of it, and then you will be always heated at first, after it has become inin
’W thing but a secret that one of the his arguments,’ an enormous mass of improving. But if you set yourself j ured to the heat it is not so likely to
So many, and so conflicting, havep
_
been the accounts and conjectures res-l f^tuily dealt the death-blow to the Brit- official documents should be read, some definite measure in goodness, if; crack.
pecting the defeat of Braddock, and | i*h General.
Boyle Roche, with the most profound you prescribe to yourself some limit
It is a good plan to put new earthen
the army he commanded in 1775, that
Thirteen years afterward I met and unaffected gravity, proposed that, in devotion and love, you will by and i ware into cold water, and let it heat
the real causes have been lost in mist, i Thomas . Fausett in Fayette county, as the clerk at the table would not be by fancy you have reached it, and gradually until it boils, then cool again,
As I am not qonfined to any regular then, as he told me, in his 70th year. able to get. through the papers before thus you will remain stationary in a Brown earthen ware, particularly, may
plan of historical narration, the follow To him I put the plain question, and morning, a dozen or two of the com condition far below what you might be toughened in this way. A handful
received the plain reply, “ I did shoot mittee clerks should be called in to his have attained. Remember
ing is given as it was given to me :—
’
always, of rye or wheat bran thrown in while
In January, 1824, I met James Ross. him !” He then went on to insist that assistance. “ The documents may be that you are capable of being more de it is boiling, will preserve the glazing,
Esq. of Western Pennsylvania whom'by doin£ so’ he contributed to save divided among them,” continued Sir vout, more charitable, more devoted so that it will not be destroyed by acid
„ . In
!what ^s Mt of the army.
I brief,
’ — Boyle ; “ and as they can all read to and earnest in doing good, better ac or salt.
1 have known from my inffancy. While
.
.
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recalling scenes long past, and which, in my youth, I never heard the fact eith gether, the whole will be disposed of in quainted with religious truth ; and that,
The oftener carpets are shaken the
from his much more advanced age er doubted or blamed that Fausett shot a quarter of an hour.” His speeches, as it is impossible there should be any longer they will wear ; the dirt that
and experience, Mr. Ross knew so Braddock.—Correspondence of the Intel on important topics, were prepared for period to the progress of the human collects under them, grinds out the
him by Mr. Edmund Cooke, and, as soul, so it is impossible that the endeav threads.
much better, the defeat of Braddock ligencer.
his memory was particularly retentive, or of the soul should be too exalted.
was mentioned, and on that subject he
If you wish to preserve fine teeth,
A subterranean Indian Village he seldom committed himself, except It is because men do not think of this, always clean them thoroughly after
observed, “ I can relate what was re
lated in my hearing by the father of has been discovered in Nacodche Val when he rose to utter an original re or do not practically apply it, that so you have eaten your last meal at night.
ley in Georgia, by gold miners, in ex mark. One night being unprepared many, even of those who intend to gov
his country,” and then proceeded :
Woolens should be washed in very
“ In that part of the war which con cavating a canid for the purpose of with a speech, and yet feeling a strong ern themselves by religious motives, re hot suds and not rinsed. Lukewarm
sists in watching an enemy,” observed washing gold.—The depth to which it inclination to deliver his sentiments, he main so lamentably deficient in excel water shrinks them.
General Washington, “the Indians are is covered varies from seven to nine retired to a coffee house, in order to lence. They adopt a low or a partial
Do not wrap knives and forks in
perfect, and the army commanded by feet; some of the houses are embedded mould them into the form of an ora standard, and strive after it sluggishly, woolens.—Wrap them in strong paper.
Braddock was watched carefully by in a stratum of rich auriferous gravel. tion. While engaged in this fruitless and thus come to a period in religion Steel is injured by lying in woolens.
Suet keeps good all the year round,
some Indian spies and some French They are 34 in number, built of lags attempt, he was accosted by Sergeant before they arrive at the close of life.
soldiers trained to Indian manners. In from six to ten inches in diameter, and Stanley, a ministerial member, whose Happy they who are so filled with’ if chopped and packed down in a stone
dependent of Indians, there was in from ten to twelve feet in length. The custom it was to rise, toward the close longings after spiritual good, that they jar covered with molasses.
Barley straw is the best for beds ;
Fort du Quesne no force at the time, walls are from three to six feet in of a discussion, and deliver a long har go on improving to the end of their
dry corn husks slit into threads are
which could, with any probability of ' height, forming a continuous line or angue, ingeniously compiled from the days.—Ware.
better than straw.
success, oppose the advancing British street of 300 feet. The logs are hewn speeches of those who had addressed
The Bible—As far as our species are
Brass andirons should be cleaned,
and Provincials, and the French com and notched as at the present day. the house before him. For this de
mandant in the fort had expressed the The land beneath which they were bate, however, he was in a situation to concerned, we may say, one sun ! one done up in papers, and put in a dry
necessity of either retreat or surrender. found, was covered at its first settle speak earlier than usual, having, with bible! Shut that glorious book, blot place during the summer.
When molasses is used in cooking, it
By accident, rather than design or ment by the whites, with a heavy great labor, produced an original com- from human memory what we have
concert, there were, at the moment, a- growth of timber, denoting a great an position ; prior to the delivery of whiuh learned from its pages, and you quench is a prodigious improvement to boil
Lout the fort four or five hundred In tiquity to these buildings, and a pow he had stepped into the coffee house, the day spring. The whole world lieth and skim it before you use it. It takes
dian warriors. Of the French garri erful cause which submerged them. in order to refresh his memory by look- in darkness ! To guilty, miserable man, out the unpleasant and raw taste and
son one officer, of inferior rank, strenu Cane baskets and fragments of earth ing once more through the manuscript, there remains no Saviour ! no heaven ! makes it almost as good as sugar.—
ously urged that for the honor of the en ware were found in the rooms. The This unfortunately for himself, he hap- no guide in life! no support in afflic- Where molasses is used much for cook
French arms, some resistance ought to account is contained in a letter to the pened to drop on retiring. Sir Boyle | tion ! no victory over death ! The grave ing, it is well to prepare one or two
be made. This young man consulted editor of the Southern Banner, from snatched it up ; and after reading it i becomes a fathomless abyssJ and eter gallons in this way at a time.
Never allow ashes to be taken up in
the Indians,who volunteered to the num which the following further particulars twice or thrice, (so powerful was°his nity spreads around him like the oi memory) found himself master of the cean—dark, illimitable, fearful ! But wood, or put in wood. Always have
ber of about four hundred. With diffi are extracted :—
The houses are situated from 50 to whole. Hastening to the House, he open now again that book, and lo, the your.matches and lamp ready for use
culty, the young hero obtained permis
sion to lead out to a certain limit, such 100 yards from the principal channel resumed his seat, & delivered his speech sun of righteousness arises with heal in case of sudden alarm. Have im
French soldiers as chose to join in the of the creek ; and as no further exca with admirable correctness, to the ing in his wings ; and all around us and portant papers altogether where you
can lay your hand on them at once in
desperate enterprise. Of the French vation has been made, it is more than unspeakable amazement and mortifica above us, is love, joy and hope.
case of fire.
about thirty volunteered, and with these probable that new and more interest- tion of the proprietor, who it appears
Lying.—-There is no vice so pitiful,
Use hard soap to wash your clothes,
four hundred and thirty men the gallant j ing developments will be made when had not succeeded in catching the
speaker’s eye. Meeting Stanley again so contemptible as that of lying. He and soft to wash your floors. Soft soap
Frenchman march'&d out to meet more ; the land is worked for gold.
A great number of curious speci at the coffee house, in the course of the who permits himself to tell a lie once, is so slippery that it wastes a good deal
than three fold that number.
mens of workmanship have been found night, Sir Boyle returned him his man finds it much easier to do it a second in washing clothes.
“ In the meantime, every remon in situations, which preclude the possi uscript, with many thanks for what he and third time, till at length it becomes
It is easy to have a supply of horse
strance by other collonial officers, and bility of their having been moved for was pleased to term the loan of it; add habitual : he tells lies without attending
radish
all winter. Have a quantity
by Washington himself, was rejected more than a thousand years. During ing, “ 1 never was so much at a loss for to it, and truths without the world’s be
grated while the root is in perfection,
with insult, and Braddock advanced, my mining operations last year, I found, a speech in my life, nor ever met with lieving him.
put it in bottles, fill it with vinegar, and
as if determined on destruction, and j at one time, about one half of a cruci- one so apt to my purpose ; and, since it
Though you cannot see when you keep it corked tight.
was suffered to proceed just as far U
as ble of the capacity of near a gallon. It is not a pin the worse for wear, you take one step what will be the next,
the enemy desired. Once in the snare,
:.?1 was ten feet below the surface, and im may go in and speak it again yourself yet follow truth, justice and plain deal If you are angry with him who reproves
your sin, you secretly confess your anger to
defeat and death, to near one half the mediately beneath a large oak tree, as soon as you please?*—Salem Mercuand never fear their leading you be unjust. He that is angry with the just
whole army, with her infatuated.gener which measured five feet in diameter, ry.
out of the labyrinth in the easiest man reprover, kindles the fire of the just avenger.
al, was the result.—When the victory! and must have been four or five hun
ner possible.
wa.s reported to the Commander of dred years old.—The deposite was di
Education.—A friend, who was a
Nothing promotes happiness more
Fort du Quesne, his transport knew luvial, or what may be termed table passenger on board the beautiful little
than an even temper. Nothing adds
Ignorance
vs.
Improvement.
—
“
It
apno bounds ; the young hero was receiv land. The stratum or quartz gravel, steamboat William Caldwell, on Lake
to be strange,1’ says the Rev. C. more to the respectability of a man than
ed with open arms, loaded with the in which the vessel was imbedded, is George, a few days since, was particu pears
Young, “ that the more ignorant a man is, a character of probity in all his actions.
most extravagant honors, and in a few about two feet in thickness, resting larly struck with a notice placed on the more obstinately he is wedded to his
days sent to report the victory to the upon decomposed chloritic slate.
The first degree of folly is to think
the door of the room of the baggage own notions and ways—the more ready to
Governor General of Canada. But be j It is not difficult to account for the man of the boat. Several gentlemen scoff at and oppose every thing that is new. one’s self wise ; the next to tell others
hold ! when the despatches were open-)(deposite of those substances in alluvial took a copy of the bill, which was in Self conceit and prejudice, the greatest foes so ; the third, to despise all council.
ed, they consisted of criminal charges soil, for the hills are very high and manuscript, but our friend was so struck to improvement, are the legitimate off
of peculation in his office of paymaster precipitous, and from the immense with the chirography as well as the or spring of ignorance. And in proportion
If the public want first rate newspa
and of other charges equally criminal. quantity of ram which falls, the streams thography, that he purchased the paper to the ignorance in a community, will be pers, the public must support them lib
Under these charges, this injured man are swollen to a great height, sweeping and brought it home with him. We, the hostility to improvement, and the deri erally. First rate pay commands first
was tried, broke and ruined. So mat every thing with them, and frequently give it to our readers as far as we can, sion and persecution, by which all attempts rate talent, and “ wicy wercy”—“ poor
ters rested until, in the Revolutionary forming a deposite of several feet in but it is impossible to do justice to the I at improvement and reform will be met. pay, poor preach,” as the nigger eThe spirit of improvement is thus cowed
war, the subject of Braddock’s defeat thickness in a season ; but some indi penmanship.
vangelist frankly«confessed, whose sal
down and even smothered.
And if occa
happened to come into conversation be vidual land is from 10 to 50 feet above
. SNA IX.
sionally a bold genius struggles into life ary was a dozen bushels of mouldy
tween Gen. Washington and the Mar the present level of the streams.—These
Sum livin nise live ratel-snaix too be and exhibits his inventive powers, he haz corn per annum.
quis de Lafayette.—In this conversa deposites exhibit appearances of as sean in a bocks for the emusement of ards his peace—sometimes even his life.
A discovery has been made of a pro
tion the real facts were stated to La great attrition as those recently form- ladees and gentlemun ketcht on tung When Hargrave, less than century ago, at
fayette, who heard them with unquali 1 ed.
mounting—sum on black mounting— tempted to introduce the spinning jenny, cess of distilling fresh and pure water
which he invented, into the cotton manufac from the water of the ocean, which
fied astonishment; but with his power There was a vessel, or rather a dou hees a ratler no mistak
tories, he was obliged to flee from Lancashire promises to be of incalculable value to
ful sense. of justice, determined to do ble mortar, found in Duke’s Creek, aAdmitens sickspunts or nothing just
all in his power to repair what he con bout five inches in diameter, and the as yew please but the snaix cost munny in England, where he lived, at the risk of mariners. A successful trial of the in
sidered a national act of cruelty end excavation on each side was nearly —pleese too caul & eckzamen for yew- his life. The first saw-mill ever erected in vention was recently made at Balti
injustice, he took and preserved careful an inchin depth, basin like, and per erselves befour yew purches eslswhare England was destroyed by a mob, because more.
they thought it would take the bread from
notes, and on his return to Europe had fectly polished. It was made of quartz, as the man sez in the nusepaper when the mouth of the lawyers.” Indifference is
Shoe Blacking.—Perhaps the best in the
enquiries made, & the victim was found which had been semi-transparent, but he wants too sei his trumpery.
all the trouble in our day.
world, is elder berries.
Mash the berries
in a state of poverty and wretchedness, had become stained with the iron which
this carry van of live sarpents dont
with your hand in a large kettle of water,
broken down by advancing years and abounds in great quantity in all this ete nothin ! ! ! ! cawl on old dick hee
Knowledge of Life.--- A profound set them in the shade a few days, filling it
unmerited obloquy. The affair was country. In the bottom of each basin tends the exerbishun.
knowledge
of life is the least enviable up with water. After it is cool strain and
brought before the Government of was a small depression half an inch in
wring them through a coarse cloth, and then
[The
snaix,
it
is
said,
were
tamed,
of all species of knowledge, because it boil
France, and as the real events were depth and about the same in diameter.
it down to the thickness of molasses.
made manifest, the officer was restored What its use could have been, is diffi and we think it quite probable, though can only be acquired by trials that Put a small quantity with a feather on a
it
would
appear
that
Dick
did
not
sub

make us regret the loss of our ignorance. brush, rub the shoe till there is a fine gloss.
to rank and honors.”
cult to conjecture.—Some supposed it due the native ferocity of the reptiles
The same will make good writing ink.
I do not pretend to have reported was used for grinding paint, &c. or in by a “spell.”]—U. S. Gaz.
A humble man is like a good tree ; Counterfeit half dollars are in circulation in
the exact words of Mr. Ross, nor did some of their plays or games. The
he pretend to give verbatim the ex high finish, and its exact dimensions,
Heart of Oak.—One of the piles us the more full of fruit the branches are, Philadelphia. They are heavy, and very
much like silver, but their slippery feel, and
pressions of Gen. Washington, but as induce me to believe it the production ed in the foundation of the old bridge the lower they bend themselves.
the sound, may detect them at once. Beware
to the general facts there is no doubt of of a more civilized people, than the at Lancaster, England, was taken out
of them.
their truth ; and who is to decide the present race of Indians.—Balt. Am.
a short time since, and found to be
Love.—Love cannot exist in the
meed of baseness between the two
“ as sound as an acorn,” although it heart of a woman unless modesty is its
@^=^1.0,000 United States Treasury
commanders, on the inside and outside
The most graceful principle of dress is must have been under water at least companion, nor in that of man unless I Notes were sold in New York on Wednesof Fort du Quesne ? Another fact I be- neatness—the most vulgar is preciseness.
nine hundred years.
honor is its associate.
day, last week, at 99 cents.
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N EWS.

[From ths Ñ. Y. Com. Adv. of Wednesday.] j
Thrjee Days Later from Liverpool.,
— The packet ship Oxford, Capt. Rath-;
bone, arrived this morning from Liverpool, I
whence she sailed on lhe 21st October, |
bringing advices from that port three days
later than were received by the Great Wes
tern. The London stock market continu
ed lo wear rather a gloomy aspect, lhe quo
tations of Saturday ranging generally one
ijuarter per cent, lower than those of lhe
previous day.
The Oxford has been only fifty-three
da vs absent from ibis port. At one o’clock
we received our files — London of lhe 19th,
and Liverpool of the 21st, both inclusive.
The intelligence by this arrival is of pre
cisely the same character as that by the
Great Western ; and indeed it could not
be expected that two days would produce
any change of moment. The worst feature
of it is the continued decrease of specie in
the coffers of the Bank of England, as shown
in the quarterly average.
By express from Paris on the 19th, intel
ligence was received of ministerial disagree
ments. M. Cousin had resigned his title of
'extraordinary councillor, because he had
been struck from the list of active council
lors, and publicly accused M. Villemain of
inflicting that disgrace upon him. — M. Vil
lemain retorted by accusing Cousin of idle
ness and inattention.
The real secret is
said to be that Cousin wished to bring M.
Thiers into the Cabinet, while Villemain
was intriguing in favor of the Due de Broglie.
Another cause of dispute was the course
to be pursued with Don Carlos
the King
ami Marshal Soult being disposed to set him
at liberty, and the other ministers insisting
on continued surveillance. It was report
ed that passport^ would be granted to the
Don as soon as intelligence should arrive of
a victory gained by Espartero over Cabrera.
No farther progress seems to have been
made in settling the affairs of Turkey
and Egypt. Letters from Constantinople
say that Rescind Pacha was holding frequent
conferences with lhe Russian ambassador,
and that he had declared his determination
to stand by the treaty of Unkiar Skelessi in
all its parts.

Miss Julia Webster, daughter of Daniel
Webster, was married at the fashionable St.
George’s, Hanover square, on the 24th of
September, to Samuel A. Appleton, Esq. of
Boston. A large and fashionable company
was present at the ceremony : among whom
we notice the American minister and lady,
and Mr. Rush the Belgian minister, and Mad
ame Van de Weyer, Sir Henry Halford, Bart,
two of Mr. Webster’s associates in the Sen
ate of the United States—Mr. Linn of Mis
souri, and Mr. Young of Illinois.
After the
ceremony the company partook of a dejeune
with Mr. Webster at the Brunswick Hotel ;
after which the married couple left London
on a tour.—Boston Atlas.
------------------- —
From Montevideo. — Captain Reed, of
brig Russian, at this port last evening from
Montevideo, whence he sailed Sept. 16th,
states that the country remained in the same
unsettled state as heretofore noticed.
The
troops of Entre Rios, sent forward by Ro
sas, the Governor of Buenos Ayres, to coun
tenance any movement in favor of the de
posed president, Oribe, to the number of 5
or 6000, were within about three days’
march of Montevideo ; but no immediate
attack was expected.
Frutes Riviera, the President of Banda
Oriental, was in the interior with about
2000 troops, encamped at a short distance
from the Entre Rios troops, and watching
their movements.
Several small parties
had collected to depose Riviera, but had
been dispersed by the troops of the govern
ment. The French squadron were taking
in three months’ provision, in anticipation
of Montevideo being beseiged ; and it was
stated that they intended to land J000 to
garrison that city. — Boston Daily Adv.

MAIL

ARTICLES,

Important from Washington. — Extract
of a letter from an officer of the Army to
the Editor of the New York Courier & En
quirer.
“ We are now upon the eve of another
Indian war, likely to prove more expensive,
as well as destructive lo human life than the
mismanaged and shamefully protracted war
of Florida. You are aware of the deadly
feud that existed between the Ross and
Ridge parlies of Indians, growing out of the
treaty made through the agency of one
Schermerhorn with lhe Government. The
infamy of this treaty was pretty well expos
ed in Congress ; since which the pnkind
feelings of these parties towards each other
have been continually increasing, until at
last the death of Ridge was the consequence.
The Government made a demand for the
surrender of the persons engaged in this
murder, which has created a very strong ex
citement in the minds of the Indians, and
this flame has been fanned so industriously
by some of lhe Seminóles sent from Flori
da, that the greatest apprehensions are en
tertained lest hostilities should be Commenc
ed and spread among the surrounding tribes
ere they should be checked.
An express has been received here from
Fort Gibson setting forth the state of things,
and the exposed condition of the whites to
the numerous tribes of Indians that the pol
icy of this government has concentrated in
one spot. Very serious apprehensions are
entertained by the people, and an express
was despatched yesterday to Fort Gibson
with orders to the commanding officer of
that post, Should all the tribes of Indians
west of the Mississippi unite against lhe
whites, we should then have an Indian war
more fatal in its consequences than any that
has been waged for the last half century.

Another Murder.—From our book-keep
er, we have just received the following in
formation :
11 Mount Pleasant, Oct. 26.
4i On the evening of the 17th inst. Mr.
John Bradford, who lives below this place,
and very near Little River, was shot dead
while rising from the supper table. Twelve
buck shot entered his head, killing him in
stantly. A young man. a carpenter, who
was also at table, whose name is not re
membered, was also killed at the time—-one
buck shot having entered his temple. The
latter is supposed to have been accidentally
killed. It is not known who perpetrated
the deed, although some two or three per
sons have been taken up on suspicion but
discharged. There has been for some lime
past an enmity between two families here —
this one and the Lambert family.
One of
the Bradfords murdered last August one of
the Lamberts. A reward is offered for his
apprehension. It is probale that they either
did it themselves or had it done.”—Mobile
Advertiser.

i

The Popular vote of New York.—7^
Express says the following are the majorities
notmced on Wednesday, was a native of,
Massachusetts and a descendant of John ;
official and unofficial, at the late election in
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1839.
Deane, who early came to that common- |
that State:—
wealth from England and settled in Taun-| Massachusetts Election.—Returns from
Whig.
Sub-Treasury
ton ; from him it is believed that all of the: all the towns in the Slate give Morton (V. B.)
16,436
12,156
name in New England sprung. John G.
G. ' rnajorjty of about 300 votes. There are
12,156
Deane, the subject of this notice, afier qual
i some discrepancies in the returns, as publishifying himself for lhe practice of law, estab-;
Whig majority, 4,280
I ed in different papers, as is always the case
lished himself at Ellsworth in this State, j
to the official canvassing of the votes,
Here he acquired a high reputation as a 1< prior
.
Cotton and wheat crops.—The Mobile
lawyer and an extensive practice ; and for j but that given above is not probably far fiom Register says the prospects of the cotton
many years represented the district to which ! the actual result. The Atlas feels confident crop are very flattering, and thinks this year’s
his town belonged in the Legislature.
It that there are enough scattering votes to crop “ will exceed that of the last by at least
was while he was employed in this duty neutralize this majority ;—the Advertiser i from 60 to 100,000 bales in the exports from
that he turned his attention particularly to ¿oubts.
The question cannot be decided i Mobile.”—The surplus wheat alone of Michan examination of the evidence on the dis definitely until the Legislature meets, early in 1
igan, Indiana and Illinois, this year, is estiputed boundary between Maine and New i January, when the returns will be opened I
mated at 16 millions of bushels—equal to one
Brunswick.—The very full and able report,
I and counted by a joint committee,
In case half the deficiency of the whole grain crop of
which he drew on lhe subject as chairman
the people have failed lo make a choice, England, and double the deficiency of the
of the committee of the House of Represen
the
constitution of the State provides that wheat crop of Great Britain.
tatives in 1828, evinced a thorough knowl
edge of lhe testimony in support of our posi t: the House of Representatives shall, by bal
Specie Payments.—The rumor was rife
tion, and of the whole ground of the contro lot, elect two out of four persons, who had
versy- It established his reputation with the highest number of votes, if so many shall in Philadelphia last week, according to the
lhe public and led to his employment on have been voted for ; and make return to the North American, that it was the intention of
several occasions, in which an acquaintance Senate of the two persons so elected ; on the Banks of that city to resume specie pay.
with this important topic rendered his servi which the Senate shall proceed, by ballot, to merits on or before the first day of January
ces very useful to the State.
elect one who shall be declared ^Governor.” next. It is not known whether this rumor is
About the year 1831 he made a general
Elections were held in Suffolk and Frank well or ill founded.—Two of the Cincinnati
exploration of the territory by order of
lin districts for Members of Congress—in (Ohio) Banks resumed on the 8th ; the Life
Government, and in 1838 he was appoint
ed by Gov. Kent one of the Commissioners lhe former to fill the vacancy occasioned by Insurance and Trust Company on the 6th.
under a resolve of the Legislature, to explore the resignation of Mr. Fletcher, and in the
Interesting Ceremony.—The first Bap.
the line claimed by Maine as the boundary latter to fill the vacancy occasioned by the
of the treaty of 1783. This duty he was death of Mr. Alford.—In Suffolk, Abbot list Church in Providence, R. I.—the oldest
peculiarly qualified to discharge, by his fa Lawrence (whig) is chosen, having a majori- in America—celebrated its two hundredth
miliarity with the face of the country which ty of 1298 votes.— In Franklin, no c hoi ce anniversary, on Thursday, last week. The
he had before examined, and bis acquain was effected. There is a decided whi ma- discourse on the occasion was by Rev. Wm,
tance with the history ol former surveys and jority in the district, but divisions in the par Hague, the pastor of the church. Ii is very
of the whole matter of the controversy.
highly spoken of.
ty prevented an election.
The report which he submitted to the Gov
The
political
character
of
the
two
bran

ernor and Council of the execution of this
ff/^The Raleigh, N. C. Register gives a
commission was very satisfactory, and the ches of the Legislature is as yet unde rumor, that Mr. Stanley, M. C. from that
information he obtained, enabled him to termined. The Senators elect are, according
State and W. L. Kennedy of Beaufort, had
correct many errors which have been con to the present aspect of the returns,16 whigs
been arrested and bound over, while on
tinued in our maps from an entire ignorance and 16 Van Buren men. The whigs have
their way to Virginia, whither they were
of the features of the country.
chosen—in Suffolk 5 ; Essex 6 ; Hampshire 2;
Mr. Deane has been engaged the past Plymouth 1 ; Barnstable 1 ; Nantucket 1 ; bound to settle an “ affair of honor.”
year in preparing a map of the northern —and the Van Buren men—in Middlesex 5;
Casualties.—The frame-work of a new
part of the Stale, which will embody all
Hampden 2 ; Berkshire 2 ; Norfolk 3 ; Bris- meeting-house, in Morristown, Vt. fell, re
the improvements which his careful survey
to!3 ; Plymouth 1. Vacancies 8—viz: 1 in cently, with a tremendous crash. Twentyand accurate knowb dge of the territory put
Suffolk
; 6 in Worcester and 1 in Franklin. nine persons were at work upon it at the
it in his power to make.
His drafts, we
believe, are in the hands of the' engraver, It is rumored that there are two vacancies time. Six of the number were severely
and we await the publication of lhe work in Middlesex, and that both of the whig wounded, and all but three were injured. No
which we trust will not be defeated by his’ candidates are elected in Plymouth, in which lives were lost.--------- Isaac Warner, aged 15
untimely death, with the impatience and anx case the Senate would stand at the op- years, son of Mr. Benjamin Warner of Islesiety which its importance merits. We are ening of the session—whigs 17; V. B. 13.
boro’, a seaman on board sch. Elizabeth of
confident that it will give us the only accu The Senatorial votes will be officially can
Belfast, while in the harbor, at Bangor, last
rate information to which we now have ac vassed in a few days, when the actual result
week,
was shot in the thigh by the aceidencess of the topography of that portion of
will be ascertained.—Many towns failed to iI tai discharge of a gun in the hands ofanolhMaine.
make choice of Representatives on the day j er seamap on board lhe same vessel. He
Mr. Deane moved to this City from Ells
of
the annual election. I he elections yet to ¡¡ngere({ ¡n great agony for several hours and
worth in 1835 and has continued to reside

here since that lime. He was largely inter be made will probably decide the political then expired.--------- Mr. Emerson, of Danville,
ested in lands in the counties of Hancock chaiacter of the House. Nothing is wanting Me. while at work on the new North Turner
and Washington, formerly belonging to the to securea whig majority in this branch oL Bridge, over the Androscoggin, fell from lhe
Bingham estate, and was engaged in some the Legislature, except energy and a spirit of j tOp op tpie bridge on to a ledge, a distance ot
business relating to them, when he was cot compromise on the part of the whigs, of the ' 29 feet. f
•
He struck■ on ••
his shoulders,
causing
off in the midst of his labours and his life. importance of which it is hoped, the effects
a
paralysis
of
the
spine,
and
destroying
all
He has left a wife and an interesting family
Trouble in Iowa.—The St. Louis Bulle of children here, upon whom the blow falls of their past folly have fully impressed them. sensibility below the neck, except a slight
tin of the 1st inst. says, by a gentleman who suddenly and severely.—Portland Cour.
feeling in each hand and arm. The Kenne
New-Jersey.—A whig State Convention
arrived yetserday from Burlington, we are
bec Journal of Tuesday says he had then
was held at Trenton, N. J. on the 12th inst.
informed that great excitement prevails in
The body of John G. Deane, Esq. was
lain seventeen days in this condition and no
the neighborhood of the disputed Territory brought to this city from Cherryfield on Eight gentlemen were appointed delegates to hopes were entertained of his recovery.
and that Gov. Lucas had despatched a mes Saturday, and interred the same afternoon, the Whig National Convention. Mr. South
senger to Dubuque for the U. S. Marshal. from his house in State street. There was ard addressed the Convention ;—in the course
Q^The Atlas says that there were no less
quite an attendance of the gentlemen of the of his remarks he is reported to have said, in than nine distinct tickets distributed at the
More Patriot Troubles —It is said that bar and other citizens on the mournful oc substance, that if he could give up Mr. Clay,
the Patriots on both sides the lines are a- casion. Mr. Deane was 54 years old and for the good of the whig cause, he thought polls, in Boston, at the late election in that
gain preparing for wi nter operations. We the cause of his death was a powerful dose but few others could hesitate to make a like city.
sincerely hope it is not so ; but from the fact of tartar emetic edministered to him by his
sacrifice of personal friendship, to what might
Pork was selling at many places in Illinois,
that the Secretary of War has ordered Gen. nurse by mistake for magnesia.—ib.
be deemed necessary for the success of whig 7th inst. at two dollars and a half the hun
Scott to make the tour of the frontier, we
principles.
dred.
fear there is too much truth in the rumor.
Took out for a Scoundrel. — This is the
Rochester Democrat.
caption of a slip we this morning received
Michigan Election.— Unexpected Whig
(f/^Rev. Win. Horton, of Saco, has ac
from the office of the Bangor Whig, dated triumph.—The general election in Michigan, cepted the rectorship of St. Thomas’Church,
Rev. Mr. Pierpont.—At an adjourned Orlands Nov. 11, and signed John Burn
meeting of lhe Hollis street Society, held ham. The person advertised is represent for the choice of Governor and members of (Episcopal,) in Dover, N. H. and it is expec
last evening, lhe Report made by a majori ed as calling his name Torrey, and saying the Stale Legislature, occurred on the 4th ted will enter upon its duties on the 1st of
December.------Rev. Jeremiah S. Young was
ty of their Committee a month ago, came he belonged to Situate, Mass.
He called inst. Contrary to the expectations of all par
up for consideration.
The motion being at Mr. B’s house on the 3 1st tilt.,— left the ties prior to the contest, the whigs succeeded ordained as pastor of the first congregational
made by Mr. Crane to accept lhe same, it next morning,—returned in the afternoon, in choosing the Governor, a majority of the church in Dover on Wednesday last.
was rejected—voting in the affirmative, — had a room Io himself for the purpose, as Senators and a majority of the Representa
At the election in this town on Monday, and 69 in the negative.
Chinese Corn flourishes better in the
Subsequently, the
a young man, who will probably become following resolve was submitted by Mr. he said, of writing a letter, and after remain tives to the State Legislature.
Western States than in this region, it would
ing
there
a
short
lime
unceremoniously
de

Ten Senators were chosen this year, of
wiser one of these days, presented himself Boyd :
appear from a statement in the Columbus
parted, and has not since been heard from.
amidst the passing throng, and offered to
Resolved, That the vole passed on the It has since been ascertained that one of whom the whigs have 7 and the Locos 3, (Ohio) Journal—that the crop of a farmer in
deposite a vote ; some bystander, knowing 30th of September last, whereby the Rev.
probably.—The House consists of 52 mem
him still to be in his minority, questioned John Pierpont was requested to take up his the drawers of a bureau had been opened, bers ;—it is already ascertained that the that vicinity averaged 130 bushels of shelled
corn to the acre I ‘ It ripens early, with full
his legal qualifications, and one of the Se connection as Pastor of this Society, be and and money—two $5 bills—of the Grand whigs have elected 33 and the Locos 13.
ears—from four to eight on a stalk—the cobs
lectmen asked him his age. “ I shall be the same is hereby rescinded ; and that as a Bank, Marblehead, Mr. B. thinks, but is
The election of a U. S. Senator, in place
20 next January,” said he.—11 You cannot Society we do approve, and will endeavor not positive,—abstracted therefrom.
long and slender and the kernels large!’
of
Mr.
Norvell
(V.
B.)
whose
term
of
service
Torrey represented himself to be a ship
vote then,” said the presiding officer.— to sustain the freedom and independence
Big Stories.—The Ohio papers are boast
u But I guess I can,” said the candidate for of our pulpit as illustrated in his past minis carpenter. He is described as being very expires in March, will devolve upon the next
loquacious—as knowing, or pretending to Legislature. The appointment of a sound ing of a large turnip raised in Marion county,
citizenship—“ I’ve got something here that trations.
know every body in the country. His pro whig may be calculated upon with perfect in that State, which weighs 15] lbs. and
will show my right to vote I” So pulling
The Resolve was passed by a vote of 67 in
from his pocket one of the necromantic cir the affirmative, and five in the negative— fessed object in calling on Mr. B. was his confidence.
measures 2 feet and 7 inches in circumfer
culars, signed “ the Democratic Commit the dissentients having generally retired desire to purchase timber and a lot of land
ence.—We have a story, from Arkan
S
outh
C
arolina
.
—
Thomas
D.
Sumpter,
adjoining
the
river.
He
was,
he
said,
50
tee fi he flourished it before the astonished from the room.— The meeting was then ad
sas, that a Mr. Keats of that State, recently
Chairman, who told hin^amidst a burst of journed without day, and it may be expect years old —is quite bald on the forward Esq. (V. B.) has been elected to Congress, in
pari
of
his
head
—
was
dressed
in
a
poor
this State, in place of Hon. J, P. Richardson. shot 784 pigeons at 18 shots 11
laughter from the assembled town, that, ed that Mr. Pierpont will resume bis pulpit
nevertheless and notwithstanding, he could next Sabbath.— Boston Gaz. of Tuesday. jacket, velvet vest, dark pantaloons, thick Mr. R. was a conservative.
O^’The New-York Express says the Moshoes, and the collar of his shirt was quite
not be recognized as an elector—that he
rus Multicaulis excitement has exploded, that
dirty.
Mr.
B.
has
been
informed
that
years
had not attained to the full age of manhood.
Virginia Legislature.—The members of
Boston and Portland Rail Road.—The
is to say, all that was left of it has fushed out
ago, Torrey obtained money by tricks sim
“ Well, then,” persisted the lad, “ if that Stockholders of this road held
a meeting in ilar to the above, in that section of the this body are thus classified by the Richmond like a thimble full of wet powder.
paper don’t show it, I’ve got a wife and this town on the 9th, to take
measures for State. Editors of papers in this Slate, from Whig
child at home !” Yet even this last argu
Whigs. Conservatives. Locos.
the immediate completion of the Bridge oFrankfort Bank.—Reports having got
ment did not prevail—and the intended vo ver the river at this place, and to aid the a regard to the public welfare, will, no doubt,
In Senate,
10
3
19
into
circulation calculated to lessen the pub
comply
with
Mr.
B
’
s
request,
by
publishing,
ter for Judge Morton went out at the other
Boston and Maine Rail Road to complete
House,
68
8
56
lic confidence in the solvency of this institu
in some shape or other, his notice of the imdoor. — Nantucket Inquirer.
the road from the line of the State to Exe
tion, Mr. Williamson, one of the Bank Com
position and dishonesty of—as he justly
78
ter. We understand that a vote was pass
11
75
missioners of this State, has, at the request of
styles Torrey,—(i this impertinent, lying,
The popularity of the writings of Boz,
ed to aid them, and to raise money to have
pilfering scoundrel.”—Port. Adv.
has suggested to the manufacturers in Eng
of l^e President of the Bank, given an exposiGen. Scott.—A large public meetino'
1
the work completed, and it is expected that
land new names for their stuffs—such, for
’
1 tion of its affairs. From this, it appears that
in five weeks at the farthest, the road will
the Whigs of Monroe county, N. Y. has
been
instance, as the “ Pickwick cassimele,” and
Shire Town of the County of Washing
the institution is judiciously managed, and
be opened to Exeter.—Haverhill Gazette.
held
lately,
by
which
an
address
was
adoptthe “ Mantalini vesting.”
ton.—The votes given in at the election in
that holders of its notes need indulge no fears
September, in the county of Washington, 1 ed and a series of Resolutions passed, reThe Bangor Whig says that some of the under
about
their redemption.
the act of the Legislature, on° the j commending Gen. Winfield Scott for PresiCure for Corns.—Rub them with salt men who have returned from the Aroostook
question of constituting Calais the shire [dent.
every day for a week ; then have both feet
Snow—the first for the season—fell l°r
expedition have been unable to get their
cut offjusi above the ankles.
town, instead of Machias, have been exam
several hours, in this vicinity, on Thursday
pay, and are much disappointed and suffer
North Carolina.— A whig State Conven
ined by the Governor and Council, and the
morning last, reminding us very forcibly that
ing in consequence.
We should like to
tion was held at Raleigh, N. C. 12th inst. It
Charles Beale, Esq. ("whig) has been know who the State does pay. The Whig result is found to be as follows :
“ cold winter is at hand.”—Snow fell to the
_ YEAS, 780.
NAYS, 1782.
was well attended. John M. Morehead was
elected, at the third trial, by a majority of 9 says moreover that State scrip has been of
No return was received from the town of nominated for the office of Governor. Mr. depth of 6 inches in Pittsfield, Mass, and its
votes, to represent the Hammar District fered in Boston at 20 per cent, discount,
Charlotte, and the vote of Machias Port Clay was nominated for the Presidency, and vicinity on the 14th inst. affording sleighing
in the next Legislature of Maine.
without purchasers.
We have heard the
was rejected in consequence of informality a pledge given to support Mr. Tallmadge of for a few hours.
same fact vouched on good authority, and
The Norridgewock Journal says snow fell suppose it is so. What a beautiful condi in the return. — Augusta Age.
New York for Vice President should he be
—1
iw
....... .
In 1806, Caleb Strong was elected Govern
in that town on Tuesday night and Wed tion of things ! How does this happen, now
An intemperate.man, by the name of Tib the nominee of the National Convention. or
or of
01 Massachusetts
massacnuseiis by
uy a
a majority
iijhjuh»; of
“• 0® /
nesday of last week to the depth of five; that
that“
ie th
the panic is all over ?”-—Kennebec betts, who belonged in Vassalboro, was
1
Two delegates were appointed to lhe Harris- [forty votes out of 72,784, which were legacy
inches.
I Journal,
drowned in the Kennebec, at Bath, last week. ■' burg Convention.
I returned.
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STATE OF MAINE.
mHE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in
ALFRED ACADEMY.
’
¡SCHOOL BOOKS
JL
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS
HE Winter Term at this Institution
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
will commence on Monday, the 16th
dred and thirty-nine.
factorily demonstrated by the increasing de
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
of December next. Instruction will be given
mand for them in every Slate and section
in the various branches usually taught in AN additional Act to promote the sale and
of the Union, and by the voluntary tes
HANIES REMICH
settlement of the Public Lands.
Academies, by Mr. G. P. Jefferds, who
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate : OFFERS for sale a la rge assortment of timonials to their remarkable efficacy which *
' now has charge of the Institution, and has
SCHOOL & CLASSICAL BOOKS, are every where offered. It is not less from
' performed the duties of Instructor with fidel and House of Representatives tn Legislature
a deeply gratifying confidence that they are
assembled, That whenever any person shall among which are :—
ity and success.
the means of extensive and inestimable good
Spelling—Erne
hereafter purchase of the State, for the pur
N. D. APPLETON. Secretary.
among his afflicted fellow creatures, than
poses of occupation, and improvement, any new and old ; Analytical.
Alfred, November 16, 1839.
of the settling lands, and shall become an ac- | Reading.—Worcester’s Primer, second, from interested considerations, that the pro
The committee of citizens of Mobile ap
APPRENTICE WANTED.
tual settler thereon, be and his heirs, shall ;( third and fourth Books ; Pierpont’s Young prietor of these pre-eminently successful
pointed to receive donations for the benefit
ANTED, as an apprentice to the Print 1 hold one hundred and sixty acres of the same, Reader ; Introduction to National Reader ; medicines is desirous of keeping them con
of the sufferers by fire al that place, acknowl
ing Business, an active, intelligent with the buildings and improvements, exempt National Reader; American First Class Book ; stantly before the public eye. The sale of
edge the receipt of $21,209.
! lad, from 14 to 16 years of age—one from
whoattachment on mesne process and exe- Classical Reader ; Putnam's Introduction to every additional box and bottle is a guaran
' possesses a good common school education ! cution for the period of ten years, provided Analytical Reader ; Analytical Reader ; Se tee that some person will be relieved from a
Beautiful.—-A deaf a 1 dumb person being , and a good moral character. Apply to
greater or less degree of suffering, and be
that he or they shall so long continue in the quel ; Murray’s Reader.
asked his idea of forgix ness, took the pencil
Arithmetic—Emerson’s first, second and improved in general health ; for in no case
actual occupation and improvement of the
JAMES K. REMICH.
and wrote—'tis the odo which flowers yield
same : Provided, however, that this Act shall third parts ; Colburn’s first lessons and Se of suffering from disease can they be taken
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, ?
when trampled upon.
not extend to exempt from attachment as a- quel; Smith’s, Welch’s, Welch’s, Parley’s, in vain. The proprietor has never known
November 15, 1839. 5
nor been informed of an instance in which
foresaid, property to an amount exceeding!’ Daveis’ and Greenleaf’s National.
In the most
’ one thousand five hundred dollars: and pro- 1 Grammar—Greene’s large and small ; they have failed to do good.
I Smith’s;
s ; Putnam’s Murray; Ingersoll’s; obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
UST received, by the subscribers, a quan j vided also that when the land so purchased,!
chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism,
tity of Goshen Cheese, of good quality ! as aforesaid, 1with the improvements, shall; Greenleaf’s.
DB. WM. EVdlJVS' CELEBRATED SOOTH- '
exceed the sum of one thousand and five! Geography—Malte Brun, Olney’s, Smith’s asthma, nervous and bilious bead-ache, cos
WM. LORD & Co.
LVG SYRUP, FOR ChlLDREJV TEETHING.
tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
j hundred dollars, the excess shall not be pro and Parley’s.
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
¡TlgnHIS infallible remedy has preserved hunPhilosophy—Comstock’s, Blake’s and swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and
tected by any provisions of this Act.
dreds of children, when thought past re-]
Dr. ROSS
all other chronic affections of the organs and
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, that when- Grund’s ; Smellie’s, Abbott’s Abercombie.
covery, from convulsions As soon as the Sy
Chemistry—Comstock’s, Conversations membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
AVING taken rooms at the house of 1 ever any execution creditor shall desire to
rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov
and permanency which few persons would
Maj. Charles Day, (at Day’s Mills) in ' have his execution levied upon so much of on.
er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
theoretically believe, but to which thousands
Botany—Nuttall’s ; Child’s Botany.
■ the real estate of his debtor as is made sub
Kennebunk-port, would respectfully inform
cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to j
History—Robbin’s; Tytler’s ; Whelpley’s ; have testified from happy experience. In
let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants , the public, that he will endeavor to hold him ject to attachment by the aforesaid provisions
in readiness to attend to the calls of all ; of this Act, it shall be the duty of the apprais- Parley’s first and second books ; Goodrich’s colds and coughs, which, if neglected su
are at the age of four months, though there is self
1
perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
1 ers, after first taking the oath prescribed by History, Supplement and Questions.
no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup who may desire his professional services.
Astronomy—Blake’s, Vose’s and Worces lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general,
should be used on the gums, to open the pores.
law, in the first place, to set off to said debtor
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 16, 1839.
these medicines, if taken but for three or
Parents should never be without the Syrup in
—also—
in execution, so much of the estate as may be ter’s.
the nursery where there are young children : for
Comstock’s Mineralogy ; Flint’s and Hale’s four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
of the value of one thousand five hundred
if a child wakes in the night' with pain in the
UST received by the subscribers, 40 bbls. dollars, which estate shall be so set off as best Surveying ; Lempriere’s Classical Dictiona so promote the insensible perspiration, and
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease I
Gennessee Flour, suitable for family to include the buildings and improvements, if ry ; Newman's Rhetorick ; Wayland’s Moral so relieve the system of febrile action and
ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby use.
WM. LORD & Co.
the said debtor shall desire it, and the residue Science and Political Economy—Latin, feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, Ac.
delightful sense of convalescence in the
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
of the estate, if any, shall be subject to be set French and Greek Class Books.
JFFA severe case of Teetlnnjr with Summer
Stationery—almost every article usually morning ; and though the usual symptoms
off on execution, in the same manner, as oth
Complaint, cured by the infallible American
ofa cold should partially return during the
LMWEB,
er unincumbered real estate of such debtor, enquired for.
Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M’¿/’“Traders, Teachers and others, supplied day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
ALPH CURTIS has a good assortment and in no other way shall said estate be subPherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street,
next hour of bed-time will almost invariably
__________
of all kinds of LEATHER, which he I ject to attachment.
•on the most favorable terms.
N. Y.. called a__few days
since at the medical of- I
effect permanent relief, without further aid.
flee of Dr. Evans, and 'purchased
tor cash.—Likewise, BOOTS
purchased a bottle of the ! will
...—sell
v.. cheap ....
Kennebunk, October 19, 1839.
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, that this
Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and
Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia- ' on hand, or will be made at short notice to Act shall take effect, from and after its ap
ting pain during the process of dentition, being i; suit customers.
violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
proval by the Governor.
momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
in proportionable quantity ; and persons
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1839.
HE subscriber having, as he has reason ken
I
In Senate, Feb. 26, 1839. This bill was
bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
retiring
to bed with inflammatory symptoms
read
twice,
and
its
passage
refused.
Sent
to believe,-discovered a certain cure for 1
be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
of the most alarming kind, will awake with
down for concurrence.
the
Salt
Rheum
;
and
which
may
also
be
1
ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
^OR sale a quantity of prime .New-York
gratifying consciousness that the fierce
WILLIAM TRAFTON, Secretary.
considered as a remedy for various other the
1
ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on
Leather, by the subscribers.
enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
the gums, the bowels in a short time became
humors,
or
cutaneous
diseases,
would
inform
House
of
Representatives,
March
9,
1839,
WM. LORD & Co.
sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral
natural. As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
—This bill having had three several readings, thé public, that he has applied for and re- !turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
the House nonconcurred the Senate in refus ceived the United States Letters Patent, ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in j
ing the same a passage, referred the same to from the proper authority at the city of —the former to small and the latter to large
a ppi v ing for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOO IH1N G
the next Legislature, and ordered it to be pub Washington, lor said remedy, which he de doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
1OO® GALLON WM. LOlfD.
SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
lished in all the newspapers in this State, that nominates a Compound for the cure of the ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street.
publish the laws of the State. Sent up for Salt Rheum and other Diseases of the Skin. ness, and very many other varieties of the
Kennebunk,
Nov.
20,
1839.
AGENTS.
He is aware that some may doubt, wheth Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
concurrence.
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me. ;
GEORGE ROBINSON, Clerk.
er there is any cure for this disease. He has cacy of the Phenix Bitters.
ERUVIAN CEMENT ! a superior arti
Full directions
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
Many things, for the use of these medicines, and showing
In Senate, March 11, 1839,—The Senate often doubted it himself.
cle for mending Crockery, China and
James Crocket, Norway ;
receded from the vote refusing this bill a pas however, once deemed impossible, are now their distinctive applicability to different
Glass Ware, &c. &c. for sale bv
Thomas Chase, JV. Yarmouth ;
sage, and concurred with the House in refer accomplished.
, complaints, accompany them ; and they can
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
D. REMICH.
Salt Rheum, he knows by sad experience,, be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
ring the same to the next Legislature and the
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
order to publish the sairie in all the newspa is a disorder not easily conquered.
He was' Broadway, where numerous certificates of
dle Streets, Portland, Me.
J une 8, 1839.
pers in this State that publish the laws of the himself dreadfully afflicted with it, more, their unparalleled success are always open to
than iwenty years, and at times for months
YOKE of OXEN and 1 COW,-for State.
WILLIAM TRAFTON, Secretary.
together, was unable to labor, and some inspection.
HYMENEAL.
sale by
RALPH CURTIS.
Q^AlI post paid letters will receive im
times even to walk, or dress himself. He
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1839.
MARRIED—In Exeter, N. H. Mr. Richard
applied to many physicians, and tried vari mediate attention.
STATE OF MAINE.
C. Raynes of this town, to Miss Charlotte D.
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
GROSS Partridge’s Leather Preservaous things prescribed by them and others, but
Secretary’s Office,
?
Page of E.
MOFFAT, 367 Broadway New York. A
live, this day received—for sale by the
found little relief.
Augusta, October 5, 1839. $
In Portland, by the Rev. Dr. Nichols, Hon. dozen or single cannister by
In the spring of 1833, being very sick with liberal deduction made to those who purI hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
Charles N Cogswell, of South Berwick, to Miss
D. REMICH.
the disease, he had well nigh given up all| chase to sell again.
copy of the original on file in this Office,
Margaret Elizabeth, daughter of the late Gen.
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
hope of recovery. At that time, he received
Attest,
Edward Russell.
The Life Medicines may also be had of
from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi
In Cornish, 10th, Mr. Daniel W. O’Brien,
A. R. NICHOLS, Secretary of State.
cooking
Merchant, of Fryeburg, to Miss Sarah Jane,
genous to our own fields and forests, and the principal druggists in every town
Nov. 9.
NE second-hand James’ No. 3 Cooking
daughter of Colton Lincoln, Esq. of C.
admitted to be good for the complaint, which throughout the United States and the Cana
Stove, for sale low, by the subscriber.
In Bangor, 14th, Mr. Daniel M. Howard,
articles he immediately caused to be procur das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
IHESH
MLL
Cashier of~the Globe Bank, to Miss Eliza Ann
WILLIAM LORD.
sa H. CUTTER, 69 Middle Street, ed. With these things and others, which he nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of
Hudson, all of that city.
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1839.
Portland, has just received from New had before found in some degree beneficial, John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
York a very large and desirable assortment he formed a compound, and applied it to his each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
OBITUARY
of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, to which diseased and distressed frame. In three
HE subscriber has just received an ad he would invite the attention of, Cash pur weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure ;
DIED—In Buxton, 30th ult. Miss Hannah
Eng and he ought to do it with much gratitude, DR. RELFE’S AROMATIC PILLS,
dition to his former stock, consisting chasers, consisting in part as follows
Chadbourne, aged 21 years.
lish,
In Orono, Oct. 2d, Joseph L. Smith, sqp of the
of Broadcloth ; Plain and Ribbed Cassi
 German and American Double and Sin that he was comparatively well ; and shortly
AVE been long celebrated as a most
late Humphrey Whitten, of Etna, aged 22 years meres and
Sattinets ; French, English gle Milled Broadcloths, for Gentlemen’s Sur- after was restored to perfect health, so far
and 10 months. On the 3d inst. Abigail Ruth, and German Merinos ; Black and Colored touts, Dress Coats and Ladies’ Cloaks ; as regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to
valuable and efficacious remedy adaughter of Nathan and Ruth Whitten, aged 14 Alapine ; White, Colored and Figured Flan Brown, Green, Blue and Black Pdot and this day :—a period of five years.
gainst those general complaints peculiar to
years and 2 months.
Hundreds of persons, afflicted by this
nels ; Highland and Edinboro’Shawls ; a Beaver Cloths ; Doeskins ; Cassimeres and
the female portion
of society.—They
good assortment of English and American Buckskins ; Silk Velvet and Vestings ; 6-4 grievous malady, have made use of this cleanse, purify and promote a free and
English,
German
and
Real
French
Merinoes,
medicine
;
and,
as
far
as
he
can
learn,
it
has
Prints
;
together
with
most
kind
of
articles
SHIP NEWS.
and Napolean Cloths for Cloaks ; Figured rarely failed to give satisfaction.
In some brisk circulation of the blood, when become
wanted from a variety siore.
KENNEBUNK, NOVEMBER 23, 1839.
and Plain Alepines, all colours ; Superior cases its good effects have been truly won sluggish and languid from the afflicting ail
—also—
ments for which these Pills are a safe and
A good assortment Hardware and Cutlery. Black, Plain and Figured Silks ; Chailies derful.
ARRIVED.
and Mouslin de Laines ; Camleteens ; Print
He will not state, as too many do, that his effectual specific. They assist the suspend
— ALSO —
Nov. 16—Schs. Nile, Grant, Boston ;
Gentlemen’s Calf and Thick Shoes ; Boys’ ed Saxonies for Dresses; French, London Compound is a cure for all diseases ; but he ed operations of the sanguiferous system,
Moro, Mitchell, do.
Thick Brogans; Gentlemen’s Calf Boots ; and Common Calicoes ; Furniture Patches; has reason to believe that it is not only a when nature requires it, and rectify the ir
Superior, Emery, do.
Thick Boots ; Ladies’ Kid Walking Shoes Laces and Lace Veils, and all kinds of cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all hu regular habits of the unhealthy female whose
18—sip. Pacific, Oaks, do.
20—sch. Alert, Crediford, do.
1 and Slippers ; Ladies’ Red Lined Shoes — White Goods ; Merino, Edenboro, High mors, such as Ring Worm, Scald Head,
sickly and pallid countenance becomes re
SAILED.
a superior article, together with a good as land and Worsted Shawls ; Whitney and Shingles, Leprosy, &c. &c. It has also
Nov. 16—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
sortment of Children’s Shoes—Leather and Rose Blankets ; Ladies’ Travelling Baskets been used for the Piles, with the best effects. animated, and freshens with the natural glow
20—schs. Nile, Grant, do.
No person need fear any evil from it, of restored health. They are a tried and
Kid,—all of which can be bought for Cash and Straw Satchels ; Blue and very fine
Moro, Mitchell, do.
or approved credit on very favorable terms. White Warp, &c. &c., besides an endless however old, or young, or feeble; for it is approved remedy in obstructions, debility,
MEMORANDA.
variety of odds and ends usually found in a simple, and may be applied with safety.
PORTER HALL.
hypochondria, green sickness, giddiness,
The following certificates and recommen palpitation of the heart, bad digestion,
Dry Goods Store.
Ar. at Saco, 11th, sch. Friendship, Clark,
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
dations show how effectual this remedy is
October 5, 1839.
Boston ; 12th, schs. Maine, Smith, do. ; Merca
loathing of food, pains of the stomach,
when properly applied, viz :
tor, Smith, do. ; Napoleon, Tarr, Gloucester ;
Commissioners’ Notice
Ann, Davis, Fishing ; sip. Joseph, Benson, Glou
From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of Edge shortness of breath, upon every little mo
tion, sinking of the spirits, and its conse
cester ; 15th, schs. Fielen Marr, Chase, NewSA H. CUTTER, 69 Middle Street,
comb, Me.
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
York ; Elizabeth, Leavitt, Hampden ; 18th, schs.
Portland, has just added to his for
quences, a dejected countenance and dislike
of Probate for the County of York,
To
all
whom
it
may
concern.
Packet, Leavitt, Boston; Adno, March, do.;
Commissioners to receive and examine all the mer Stock a full and complete assortment of This certifies that my wife, after having for exercise and conversation. They are eEcho, Jordan, do.; Koret, Hill, do.; Hudson,
claims
of the several creditors to the estate of superior three Ply, Brussels, Kidderminister, been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times, qually conducive to the health of married
Clark, do. ; Adventure, Gilpatric, do.—Sid. 11th,
Ingrained and Common Carpetings; DarnP.... especially in the winter season, for more ladies, except in cases of pregnancy, or
R1CII A RD THOM PSON,
sch. Koret, Hill, Boston; 16th, schs. Helen
; 4-5 than twelve years, applied about one year ago
Marr, Chase, Portland ; Mercator, Smith, Bos late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, ask and Venetian Stair and Cotton do.
hectic and consumptive habits, when they
ton ; Napoleon, Tarr, Gloucester ; 17th, sch. represented insolvent, hereby give notice that and 6-4 Colored and White Straw do. ; to Mr. William B. Trufant of Bath, for a cer must not be taken.
But they may be ad
I
and
Printed
aiTd
Plain
Bookings
;
Tufted
they
will
attend
for
that
purpose,
at
the
office
tain ointment and medicine which he had ad ministered to great advantage a month or
Mftine, Smith, Boston.
Brussels Rugs, &e.
of
William
B.
Sewall,
in
said
Kennebunk,
on
vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease.
At Satilla River, Ga. about 4th, sch. Eliza
She obtained it, and used it for several weeks more after accouchment, for the purpose of
beth. Bell, from Jeffersonton for Matanzas, ready the last Mondays of December, February and
UIVE
GEESE
FEATHEKS.
April next, from one to four o’clock in the af
agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant, cleansing the system and purging those gross
for sea.
75 Bales Extra quality, Prussia White ; when to her great joy she found herself to humours, which, when retained, lay the
and that the
At New-Orleans, 2d, ships York, Morrill, ternoon of each of said days
term of six months from the fourth day of Live Geese ; Russia ; Duck ; Sea Fowl and appearance perfectly cured. She has had foundation of numerous diseases, and render
dis’g.; Zotoff, Merrill, for Liverpool.
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. 8th, brig Ponce, November instant, is allowed said creditors Common FEATHERS, which are cleaned some small symptoms of the disease once the incautious subject unhealthy for life.
Davis, Ponce, P. R.
for bringing in their claims and proving their and cleansed with an improved Renovater, since, buta brief application of the ointment, They should also be taken by all women
and warranted to give satisfaction. Best &c. has removed them.—There can be but
Sid. from Charleston, 6th, sch. Jane-Bourne, debts.
from 45 to 50, to prevent the dangerous dis
Perkins, for St. Marks.
WILLIAM B. SEWALL, ? Commis- Curled Hair and Mattresses of all sizes.
little doubt, I think, that a more thorough orders consequent upon that critical period
Ar. at Wilmington, N C. 7th, brig Persever
Pew Cushions, &c. &c.
DANIEL REMICH,
S sioners.
application, at first, would have effected a
ance, Burnham, Havana.
They have been further
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
radical cure. That she has received great of female life.
Ar. at New-Orleans, 4th, barque Nimrod,
DUTCH BOLTING CLOTHS,
found, by experience, to afford a powerful
Chadbourne, New-York.
Constantly on hand, 36 to 40 inches, all benefit from the use of this medicine, I have remedy in all hypochondriac, hysteric, and
Sid. from Havana, 26th ult. brig Perseverance,
numbers and of the very best quality, at Bos never doubted for a moment ; though, at the
HE subscriber earnestly requests aff per ton or New-York prices.—Purchasers are in time she commenced using it, I was skepti vaporish disorders, both in men and women,
Burnham, Wilmington, N. C.
sons indebted to the estate of Elisha vited to examine the above as they will be cal.—Though I will yield to no one in my whose nervous system they strengthen and
hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec regulate, aid nature in throwing off those
Chadbourne, late of Kennebunk, to make
FAR1 FOB SALE.
sold low for Cash, by
ommend “ Mr. Trufant’s Patent medicine for gross and superabundant humors which pro
Y virtue ofa license from the Probate payment prior to the first day of January
A. H. CUTTER.
the Salt Rheum” to all who are afflicted with duce melancholy and depression of spirits,
After that date he will be under the
Court, for the County of York, I shall Inext.
!
Portland, October 5, 1839.
6w.
this dreadful malady, believing that if it
of leaving all accounts remaining
sell at Public Auction, on the premises, necessity
on
should not in all cases effect a permanent renovate the body, reanimate the mind, and
Tuesday, the twenty-fourth day of Decem unadjusted with an Attorney for collection.
diffuse a general cheerfulness and elasticity
THOMAS LORD.
ber next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the
rHITWELL’S ORIGINAL OPODEL cure, it would at least greatly mitigate this throughout the whole system. Price $1 50
Kennebunk, Nov. 9,1839.
farm of the late Abner Fisk of Wells, with
DOC may now be obtained at dreadful disease, and therefore prove to be
a box, with directions.
J. T. HAWES.
a lot of ontland, called Boothby Swamp,
TWENTY-FIVE cents, a bottle, which isaaspublic benefit.
N. Edgecomb, April 15, 1838.
subject to widow’s dower.—Said farm con
HOB.SE toweb
low a rate as the most worthless imitations,
***Prepared from the Original MS. Re
This medicine can be obtained of the fol cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
tains about one hundred acres ;—with a hand
of which are in existence. The
New, for Propelling thousands
lowing
agents
some growth of wood, pine timber, &c. Nearly
original has the certificate of that great and
KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
The tillage land and pasture are of the best
Threshing eMachines, fyc.
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich ; Kennebunk ;
learned physician, the lamented Dr. S. L.
\the
¿Sole Proprietor, which with the
the other
quality. The house and buildings are in
NY person or persons wishing to pur Mitchell, late Professor of the New York port, Andrew Luques ;Saco, S. L. Goodale ; '•il
ll Conway Medicines,” is for sale at his!
good condition.—The dower will be sold if
chase a Threshing Machine would do College of Physicians,—as you wish for cure, Geo. M. Freeman ; York Cor., Samuel A.
Portsmouth,
N. H., Brackett Hutch- Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
desired.
purchase no other. -It -is a certain remedy~ I JDouglass;
L7UUgId&& } 1
Ui LDIJLJVU LUj XU#
well to avail themselves of this opportunity,
I shall also sell, at the same time, a good as it will be sold very low.
Cramps, Numbness, Chapped\
ngs ; South-Berwick, Charles Trafton ; Do
Do- Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
in Sprains, Civnapo,
—ri— ¡ings
farm horse, waggon, sleigh and harness ; one
Hands, Chilblains, Ring-worms, Rheumatism, ver, N. H., Asa A. Tufts ; North-Berwick, and Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,
CHARLES W. KIMBALL.
cow and spring calf, and one pair of sheep.
j Jeremiah Lord ; Sanford Cor., Tripp & Boston, for sale also by his special appoint
Stiff Joints, fyc. fyc.
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
ELIZABETH FISK, Administratrix.
N. B. Any sold for less than the above ! Shaw ; Sanford, Springvale, Hobbs & Co- ment by
Wells, November 21,1839.
! nant ; Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne ;
is made for sale only, and not for use.
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
j Waterborough, James Leavitt ; Hollis, Jona
HOSE indebted for papers, of whom
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
A HORSE
than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith
HITWELL
’
S
BITTERS,
the
best
we have engaged to take Sea Weed,
CHRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
O be sold at public auction, on Saturday,
and cheapest article of the kind in Portland, A. Carter ; Wells, Joseph Wilson
are informed that a few loads will be receiv
November 30th, 4 o’clock P, 1M. at the
! and Aaron Maxwell ; Westbrook, Warren
j existence.
O^jr’A large discount made to those who
ed, if hauled soon, at two dollars per cord.
store of Alexander Warren.
_ ________________ & King;—and by his agents generally
JAMES K. REMICH. I The above can only be had in Kennebunk
buy to sell again,
A. WARREN, Auct’r.
S.
L.
OSBORN,
i
throughout
the
State.
¡by
r ■ Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
Kennebunk, Nov. 23, 1839.

Third, Senate District—We have the offi
cial returns from all the counties except
Schenectady.—Gen. Root is elected by a ma
jority of 2 over Dr. Wilson, in a poll of more
than 49,000 votes. Of the scattering, imper
fect and defective ballots, it is possible that
two for “ Wm. H. Wilson” may be allowed
to “ William H. Wilson,” and one for “ Erastis Root” and one for “ Erastus Rsot” to
“ Erastus Root.”—Albany Eve. Jour.
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Al a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
and for the County of York, on the first
Monday in November, in the year o/ our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
Hon. WAI. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Court :
ANNAH MURPHY, administratrix of
the estate of Patrick Murphy; late of
Lyman, in said county, deceased, having
sented her first account of administration of
the estate of said deceased for allowance, and
also her petition for allowance out of the per
sonal estate of said deceased
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in'said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at Alfred, in said county,
on the first Monday of January next, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew' cause,
if any they have, why the same should not
be allowed.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy — Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
November 9.

IMPORTANT !

i[BP.ANDRETTI’S PILLS,
A

O THE AFFLICTED! DR Rirn
ON LOW SPIRITS.— Low spirits is a;
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Win
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
certain state of the mind accompanied
[From Dearden s Miscellany for September
proved by the experience of thousands to Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are be, when pr
r!y persevered with, a certain diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Billon,
AUTUMN.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and cure in every form of the Only One Disease, or Liver Complaints,
Dizziness* or HeajS
Thine is the Autumn hour,
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient all having the same origin, and invariably arise ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking
Oh ! thou, whom mortals “ king of terrors”
medical writers supposed this disease to be from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, Famtness Nervous J Debility, Costiveness
call ;
confined
to those particular regions of the ab namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula Piles, and all general derangements of
Where er we turn, the symbols of thy power
pre

domen, technically called hypochondria,! tion of the BLOOD.
Are present, for thy sway extends o’er all.
a period of little more than three years in health, mused by an unhealthy state of fl
which are situated on the right or left side of theInUnited
States, they have restored to a state of, stomach and bowels, which have been ius^
The brownness of the fields
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo- l, health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED ly “styled the storehouse of disease.”J
Reminds us of thy desolating hand,
chondriasis.
I THOUSAND persons, who were given over as These Bitters have proved a certain aiiil
Which touches all things fair that Nature yields,
SYMPTOM
1 lie common corporeal incurable by physicians of the first rank and speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi.
And leaves a wreck upon life ’s surge-beat
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or standing, and in many cases when every other ty of using Pills, Dr. R. considers it unne*
strand.
bowels,
.. " “■ ’ ......................
acrid eructations, costiveness,
:-- —
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
cessary to publish a long list of puffier *
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal-i! In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it commendations upon which the merits of
The sere leaf from the dust
Speaks of thee rustling in the light wind’s
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing, be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or many advertised medicines depend
breath ;
the attention upon any subject, of importance pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
(^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS
cause,» ■■••7
whether
For thus life’s innate strength and passion’s gust,
or engaging in anything that demands vigor ■ tions H>r
r from. some
, immediate
-----------------•
They are put in Flat Bottles, with the
Lie prostrate withered by thy touch, oh, death.
or courage. Also languidness-the mind be-1I cured by persevering in the use of .these
’JL Pills. | following words blown in the glass “S n
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel-(I
The odor of the flowers—
This great principle of “PURGING” in jI Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass”
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a . sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is jI with a label which covers the cork,’and U
Their last faint odor ere their strength is spent,
Points to the virtues which in life’s late hours
total derangement of the nervous system.— i| found much more convenient to take an occa- iI sure that a fac simile of mv signatm-e is tm
Have up to Heaven such fragrant incense
The mental feelings and peculiar train of i sional dose of half a dozen b'ikls, and be always ¡on
the label, so that the Vor'k cannot be'
j
sent—
ideas that haunt the imagination and over i well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,Ij drawn without destroying it, also a fac simwhelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di [ blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that '■ ile of my signature upon the outer on”
And the full ripened corn,
versity. The wisest and best of men are as ! if you are not killed, you will be sure to have |i velope, without which none are genuijif'
That bends, its graceful head o'er Nature’s
months of miserable weakness, and the only one ji The great success of this medicine has ¡n‘
board,
Al a Court of Probate holden at Alfred. within open to this affliction as lhe weakest.
Look at the'J duCed a number of unprincipled persons to
TREATMENT.—The principal objects ofi! who is benefited is your Doctor.
1 ells of the man by this world’s conflicts worn,
andfor the County of York, on thefirst Mon
1 difference between the appearance of those two I
Preparing for the garner of his Lord.
it in various ways.—Remember his
day in November, in the year of our Lord treatment are to remove indigestion and ! persons—one has been treated by your regular ¡imitate
!
eighteen^ Jrundred and, thirty nine, by the strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir- i practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he!I Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on anv
Thine is the Autumn hour,
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said its,
J which may be promoted by exercise, ear is, see how the shadow of death throws his!; pretence whatever.
Oh ! thou, whom mortals “ king of terrors”
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con solitary glance from bis emaciated countenance, I|
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
Court :
call ;
But Spring eternal yet shall spoil thy power,
N the petition of Jlfari/ Lambert, wid versation. The bowels (¡¡’costive) being care see how he tremble« in every limb; Iris eyes I Agent for the New England States. pleS
And free Creation from thy boasted thrall.
ow of Porter Lambert, late of Alfred, fully regulated by the occasional use of a sunk ; his teeth destroyed — his constitution, ■ pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
aperient.
We know nothing better perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how! Richardson’s Laboratory. Sold Wholesale
in said county, deceased, praying for an mild
al
I calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wzm. the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He 1 and Retail at his office No. 15. Haimver
lowance
out
of
the
personal
estate
of
said
de

LOBATE NOTICES
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer says, y most inveterate case of Liver com-! street, Boston, and by most Dru^istg
ceased :
plaint
'• nothing but the most energetic terne- ■ throughout the New England States. !?Mer.
At a Court of Probate helThnif-e lwithin
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no tain in their operation. The bowels being dies saved him.
Energetic measures! i. e. ,
n, Jor, lhe County
York, on the tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, ' chants in the- country can receive them
first Monday m November, in the year of to all persons interested in said estate, by , Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti better say.— So to save life you must half poison 1 safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an
eig},teen hundred and thirty-nine, causing a copy of this order io be publish spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and witfi that comforter of the teeth and gums— 1 order, and the usual discount will be aTlowby the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of ed in the Kennpbnnk Gazette, printed in without dispute have proved a great blessing MERCURY—and positively make a man mis ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle.
said Court :
&
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is5 _ . ,y
form are
Kennebunk in said county, three weeks suc to the nurnerofis public.
- Bnlers i■ n,t UPi ,n—a pressed
l-------- -viui
/ |N lhe petition of George Littlefield, cessively, that they may appear at a Pro
l 5U cts. per paper.
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of called curing. Shocking folly !
Let
ns
now
look
at
your
“
purged
”
man
—
the
I
Sold
also
by
D.
R
emich
,
Alex.
Warren
guardian ol Josias Littlefield, of bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
_ SokUlsoJiy
Warren, fc
Wells, m said county, a person non com- county, on the first Monday in January enviable distinction, lor whilst no medical au man who has taken Brandrelh’s Pills for Liver S. Jordan, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H
>o* menus, for license
sell and
ami concon
thority in existence condemns it, every medi Complaint — he has the firm, elastic tread of Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; Joli'n A*
-- to sell
L clear ! Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass'•
vey the interest of his said ward in next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and cal practitioner that is acquainted with it conscious strength, his countenancei is
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
«he
f
following
described
real estate, prayer of said petition should not be granted. freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with do. Samuel Adams ; Buxton, Thomas
the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
hel.l by l,i„, ’i„ Httht ol l,is „■¡fe/ foVlhe’
and that the latter should do s«> in opposition been confined a few days to his bed, but he us Bowles; Hollis, Jonathan Ktirnery : Water
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
I’"' Pose of putting the proceeds thereof out
A true copj ,—Attest,
to their personal interests, must be attributed ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Beni, p
on interest, or otherwise to dispose of the
either to their candor and love of truth, or to soon rose without any injury being sustained | Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
Cutter Allen, Register.
November 9.
>««ne interest, accordmg to law, to wit, one
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob by his constitution. Instead of,being months in Loid ; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover
«•m t of land situated in said Wells, on the
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H
servation, ami the testimony of thousands.
lianM>a! ' a"i h?unded l)y ’«nd of Wd- Ata Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that entirely recovered the attack : because his Wheeler.
’ ¡t ,? e 1 s a"d otheff’ containing fifty acres ;
rf andf0,fbe County of York, on the first his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis blood and fluids have become notified, and hav
Monday in November, in the year of our eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the |
NOTICE.
no m
ST‘ a ,ia,f a<^s on the opLord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by mits that they will not. He lays no claim to solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne i fJ^HE subscribers having contracted with
m^bn^
also fo"r
down
by
useless
particles,
but
has
renewed
his
the Hon. VV M. A. H A Y ES. Judge of said 1 the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” life and body both.
[ -ftthe town of Kennebunk-port to supacres nf ill
'?VV'' nve''? fl,«o about three
Court ;
'
of timl L
,and °n the Neck :alsoa
' port the poor of said town for one year from
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
The
principle
of
purging
with
Brandreth
’
s
Of timhe and containing about thirty acres, A MOS PRAY, administrator of the estate the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
f ills, removes nothing but the useless and de the 13th of April, J839, hereby give noti(.e
of Betsey Pray,
of Acion, in said does believe, and he can prove, that in debil cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and that they have made suitable provision for
otl'.ersT
of Pelatiah Littlefield and
county, single-woman, deceased, having pre ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous corrupt humors of the blood; those humors their support, and are ready to fulfil their
.ORDERED-That the said petitioner sented her first account of administration of diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di which cause disease—theyj impede
m every*- ■particular.
persona are
the
func-- contract
--- i
-----■
t
--- - - —All I''-'*
p.ve not.ee to all persons interested,’by X- the estate of said deceased for allowance, and
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, tions of the liver 1when they settle upon that therefore forbid harboring or trustin° any of
. W
’llPH thou
o1 „I t 1«
_______
Snhl P’lnn.irf .... r.. . ..
................ .
”
'
organ,
and
which,
when
they
also
his
private
account
against
said
estate
for
settle upon the said Paupers on our account, or on account
t WPP tv<,p|y ° ,hlS O,der to
published
of
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
tluee weeks successively in the Kennebunk allowance :
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
upon the lungs, pro-! pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
Gazette printed at Kennebunk, in said
ORDERED—That the said administrator purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es nerves, produce gout ;
duce consumption ; or. .upon the intestines, cos-!
county, that they may a
rrct<1 Hl
appear
at aa Probate ¡ give notice to all persons interested, by cans- pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
! or nature whatever— We deem it primer to
Conn IO be held at North Berwick, i„ said i tug a copy ofthis order to be published three ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev tiveness J; or, upon the lining of the blood ves- ■! f'.VeA.lne'iCn thal We bave confracted with
seis, apoplexy and paralysis, and all lhe train ' L/^’^„7° 'u
nix "yi’r r‘ “< |Hret, S’<""lay °C December weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease of »worriers bo melancholy to lhe sufferer and U M|U||‘11 .,o
’ ,emle
'
...... necessary medical
' [,li
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, which is brought on by intemperance ; in all who behold them.
.services to the poor for the year above namshew cause, ,f any they have, why the pray that they may appear ata Probate Court to the wretched horrors of mind and body which
j°HN HUTCHINS,3d.
Yes, purging these humors from the body7 is ed>
er of said petition should not be granted
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap the true cure for all these complaints,
c*
1 ‘ - and• eveFRANCIS BOSTON,
A ^e^Att^ERALtEN’R^sierfirst Monday of January next, at ten of the petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the ry other form of disease ; tl.L
L
....
asBCI
.
,
this is no mere asser- | Kennebunk-port, May 16, 1839.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ¡lead, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and tton, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it,
November
C™k Acre», Register.
if any they have, why the same should not uncomely complexions, caused by the bad is extending itself; far and wide it js
is becoming
becominor '
be allowed.
** |! T? HSPECl FULLY gives notice to the inslate of the fluids—in all these cases, and in known, and more and more appreciated.
The cure by purging may more depend up-! JL^. habitants of Lyman and vicinity, that
Attest, Wm. Gutter Allen, Register.
others
mentioned
in
the
bills
of
directions
M. a Court of Probate held at Mfred, withon the laws which produce sweetness or purity
A true copy—Attest,
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, than may be generally imagined. Whatever i, he has located himself at Goodwin’s Mills,
in andfior lhe Countu of York, on the first
-T
,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because i and shall be happy to attend to any calls in
Monda,, of Mvember, in the year ofour Lord
November 9.
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity the line of his profession.
b!/‘he
(fJ^He may be found at Benjamin Dud
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which of constant exercise is seen.
I ! Yl A M
°fsaid Court ■’
ley s, Estpiire.
are
sold
with
them,
will
effect
immediate
re

JLLIAM LORD, 2d. named Executor
xr°x?
Stanl
exercise
cannot
be
used
within and for the County of York, on the
Lyman, November 1, 1839.
‘ ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
m a certain instrument purporting to
first Monday in November, in the year of our lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
be the last wdl and testament of Jerewy Lar
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
»IWWUH'D.
rabee.. late of Kennebunk, in said county,
the Hon. W M. A. H A Y ES, Judge of said a doubt by daily testimonies which would whip'hw am <ept free <rom tllose impurities
be
given
on
oath
;
and
for
this
much
Dr.
W.
Court :
manner, deceased, having presented the
which would prevent its steady current rninisEVANS can conscientiously request confi
same for probate :
^TAFHAN D. APPLETON, administrator dence.
v7n?fd feaIlb; ThUS’ m°rbid h0m»rs
Pre JT
Waterborough line and Mack’s Bridge
ORDERED—That the said executor give A-x of the estate of John Griffen, late of Al
vented from becommg mixed with it. It is na- !
S’ °n tbe Post ro«<i, a small sum in
Other
and
more
conclusive
demonstrations
Xe«»/7C? IStthUiS assisted through the means ' n
notice to all persons interested, by causing a fred, in said county, deceased, having pre
Dank Bills. The owner can have them by
copy of this order to be published three sented his second account of administration of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile and outlets which she has provided for herself.
. Brandreth s Offices in New York ' proving property and paying charges on ap
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga of the estate of said deceased for.allowance : Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are aredr
84l BROADWAY, 185 H,,ds„„ s,.
276 ! plication to
WILLIAM JOHNSON.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ORDERED — That the said administrator submitted by the following important and ex
I Holhs, Nov. 2, 1839.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at North give notice to all persons interested, by traordinary cures effected by their highly Bowery^e/ween Prince and Houston sts.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eio-ht Street
Berwtek, m smd county, on the first Monday causing a copy of this order to be published medicinal qualities—all of which may* he
Ijaltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
1840.
of December next, at ten of the clock in the three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street“.
r|pHOMAS’Farmer’s Almanac, calculated
100,
Chatham
st.
One
or
two
of
these
he
forenoon, ami shew cause, if any they have Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
i
.a™ the S,ate d*’Maine, for J840 by
why the said instrument should not be prov ty, that they may appear ata Probate Court herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
1 ittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
the 1000, JOO, dozen or single copy.
ed approved and allowed as the last will to be held at Alfred, in said county, on ting public.
Czrzfizzzmaiz, 119 Main street.
be American Almanac, and Repository
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
and testament of the said deceased
Louisville, Kij. 99 Fourth street
the first Monday of January next, at ten thanks
of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
or Useful Knowledge, for 1840.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
1 he Cultivator’s Almanac, and Cabinet
a
llkn esister if any they have, why the same should hot be the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She J\cw Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
or Agricultural Knowledge, for 1840.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
lias suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
November 9.”' Cl’T™ ALL'S'
allowed.
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
ness across the stomach, shortness ai breath, and palpi
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
iCPHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, ]839.
A true copy,—Attest,
her
;
but
since
using
your
Camomile
Tonic
Pills,
her
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills
At a Court of Probate holden al Alfred, within
Wm Cutter Allen, Reo-ister.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
^ver
Never purchase without "being
beit.„ positively
poshiveiy sore
November 9.
and for the County of York, on the first
out fatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy hat the person selling has an Engraved
notice
fi
Sell,n£r has an Engraved cerlife comfortably again.
J ■
Monday of November, in the year of our
HE Schooner GRAPE will
tihcate of Agency, and ^observe it has been
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. V
M^ghUen hundred and thirty-nine, by Al a Court of Probate held at Limerick
• ir Sad b°,n Perk’r,s’ wharf,
Newark,.luly 18, 1836 —Dear Sir—For 4 years I renewed , no Certificate being any guarantee
Cour?'
«AYES, Judgt of said
within and for the County of York, on the
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
Ken,lebui‘k port, and from the
first Monday of October, in. the year of have been so unwell that I - as unable to attend to notderare genuine.
J
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
*• 111 Boston, as a regular Pack
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-nine
ON the petition of Hannah P. Stone, aded to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain bvSMr‘VenfnnIY0rkC0Unty Wil1 be supplied
bytheHon.'WYLLIAM A. HAYES, Judge tn my stomach, ¡1,digestion and loss of appetite, with by Mr John O. Langley, my only Travelling et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
i",",8tr?'? of ihe esla,e of Jonathan
ami wtll sad every week from Kennebimk to
of
said
Court
:
b
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ Agent in Marne-or by ordering from
v
Stone, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
7 Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
OS LI H BRACKETT, named executor ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced Principal JfeW England Office,
deceased, representing that the personal es
and weather permitting. For Freight or
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills1!) Hanover St., 1.9—BOSTON
in a certain instrument purporting to their
tate of saM deceased is not sufficient to nav
beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
Passage apply to the store of D. & S Ward
the just debts which he owed at the time of be the last will and testament of Benjamin nty situation. ■ In a few days 1 shall be at your office jÄsTo'kV^ debunk by Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
'
his death by the sum of fifteen hundred dol Elark, late of Berwick, in said county, yeoman to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
D. & S. WARD.
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould :
lars, and praying for a license to sell and con- deceased, having presented t-he same for pro mean time I subscribe myself tour obedient servant
1
r, ... „
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.’
ba co and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
vey so ,n,.ch of the real estate of said deeeas- bate :
Dr. Wm. Evans.
—
and beleucus Adams ;
ORDERED—That the said executor «ive
ed as may be necessary for the payment of
VIE subscriber has on hand a general asHe
therefore
need
only
add
that
his
Lytnan, William Huntress;
sa.d debts and incident»! charges: „nd B|"oon notice to all persons interested, by causin’o' a
-St
sortment
of
PAINTS,
OIL
&
COL
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
her petition for an allowance out ol the per- copy of this order to be published tliree
ORS
lecenty
purchased
in
Boston
for
Cash,
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery •
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
sonal estate of said deceased :
wh.ch he will sell at a small profit for the
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood •
J ’
ORDERED That the petitioner give zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
same pay, or approved credit.
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
nonce thereof to the heirs of said deceased appear at a Probate Court to be held at North his authorised agents in town and country.
JAMES HUBBARD.
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
and to all persons interested in said estate by Berwick, m said county, on the first Mon
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
O^The above invaluable medicines
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
causmg a copy of this order to be published day of December next, at ten of the clock in AGENTS1’ at the fo,,owing places, from can
the
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
nt the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ZZSTOCK FOR sale
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John 11. rPVVO OXEN, g'rtmg
nebunk, m said county, three weeks succes have, why the said instrument should not
feet each, two
bpear ;
stvely, that they may appear at a ProlX be proved, approved, and allowed as the
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
JL COWS, a yoke oi STEERS, two years
Court to be holden at North Berwick, in t m last will and testament of the said deceased.
York
—
Cape
Neddick,
George
M
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
Free- old next Spring SO Sheep and Lambs, and
man ;
&
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
c‘»«»nty, on the first Monday in Decern e
sundry other STOCK-lbr sale on fair terms.
D. Remich, Kennebunk;
A true copy—Attest,
next, at ten of the clock it. the forenoon" and
ork, Alexander Denqett ;
Apply to
THOMAS S. PERKINS.
Thus. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth •
ci . i
oz.Wm‘ Cutter Allen, Register.
shew cause (f any they have, why the prayer
York Corner, Samuel Douglass •
Kennebunk-port, October 25, 1839.
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
’
October 26.
°
of said pennon should not be g^nted
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Jh Griffin, Brunswick ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden’;
A tree
ClJTTER Allen, Register.
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
buffalo
robes
&
CAPS?
A true copy—Attest,
“
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
ripHE subscriber having contracted with
Wtn. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
SAi?
FORD
has
for
sale
November
Co™
S^r.
p N^wfie'd~Dam’s Mills> C«’eb R.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
buffalo Robes & Fur Collars ;
Ayer, -K
1 P ' ’ Tn a°- J' & S- C- Adi>ms,
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
Rtt.rj’iv"rISeal’,?il,tra and Muskrat Caps ;
Paibonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Thos.Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
Me A and
Trinimi,’g and Muffs ;
J- Goss ; F. & E. IL Newbegin ;
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
Hr. It ’ i tB?ytHare and Cloth Cnps;
NEW BOOKS,
Cormsh, John McLellan ;
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
sons harboring or trustingany of the Paupers
B a u ‘L’
eskin and KnaP Hats ;
Limington, James McArthur;
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
of said town on his account or on account of
All of winch will be sold low.
rjlHE GIFT, for 1840, splendidly bound
Waterborough, James Leavett;
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
Thos. Hodgrnan, Warren ;
Kennebunk, Oct. 31, 1839.
vblgs
e,nbelllshed wkl> elegant engraHollis, Eben Sawyer ;
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
© pviE;———
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Kennebunk, April 11, 1839.
The Young Lady’s Home;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
The Good Housekeeper, or the way to S. JmdDH N VVt°r UI inf°rm bis friends
Acton, Wm. Evans.
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
live well and to be well while we live, con ¡7 * indJbe P"bl|C’ that he has removed
A LARGE six plate STOVE, suitable for
J. Crockett, Norway ;
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
taining directions for choosing and m’enar his stock of Drugs & Medicines, Confection-U*- a School House or Church, for sale
„„
241
Broadway,
N.
Y.
J.
K.
Miller,
Oldtown
;
I""* i“ ’m rf^a^ to health, economy and niy, &c. to the new building, on the road
May, 1839.
7
cheap, by
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
eadmg to Saco, (a few rods fas?of the Uni
Caleb Crafts, Minot ;
taste, by Mrs. S. J. Hale
ÿ
Kennebunk, Nov. 2, 1839.
Cross,
Chandler
&
Co.
New
Gloucester
stSy^is;:,<!nis’ h-v Abbott î
anan Church,) where he will continue to
Bass Viol and Violin Stringy.
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
keep on ham for sale at fair pnees, a good
A FRESH lot of Bass Viol and Violin
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
assortment of Drugs & Medicines, Corfec
US. Strings, of superior quality, this day Ojtfl BAGS Ilavana COFFEE of a suPrincipal office, 100 Chatham st.,
tionary, &c. &c.
Liec
received—for sale by
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1839.
w Wr perior quality, for sale at Boston
April 20,1839.
New-York.
ir
t
. A.
D- REMICH.
P‘£e, by
S. IL GOULD.
Jy.
Kennebunk, Sept. 11,1839.
Kennebunk-port, October 12, 1839.
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